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Bluetooth Proximity Lock
Cracked Accounts allows
you to prevent someone
from seeing your files
when you go away from
your computer. It is a
very common task: You
have to leave your
home, office, or
apartment for a long
time, and you want to be
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sure that your
documents are kept safe
and private. With
Bluetooth Proximity Lock
2022 Crack your
computer can be
secured from
unauthorized access and
an alert is sent to the
Bluetooth devices you
have paired with the
computer. All of your
paired devices are
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disconnected from the
computer, and the
computer locks down to
protect from
unauthorized access to
your files. You can define
when this lock should
take place. The
Bluetooth Proximity Lock
feature enables you to
control what happens to
your computer when you
disconnect a Bluetooth
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device from your
computer. You can
disconnect a Bluetooth
device from your
computer to transfer
files, print documents, or
run a backup. Features
of Bluetooth Proximity
Lock include: Triggers
when: The Computer
goes to sleep
Disconnects when: The
Bluetooth Device is
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removed Detects your
Bluetooth devices: All
devices that have been
paired to the computer
Optional AppControl
delay. Settings: Allow
opening files: When
enabled, the Windows
File Open dialog can be
used with Bluetooth
devices Show Bluetooth
Devices in Sorted List:
When enabled, the
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Bluetooth Devices are
moved to the Sorted List
of Windows Show
Bluetooth Devices in
ToolTip: When enabled,
devices move their
ToolTips to the screen
tray of the Bluetooth
Devices that were added
to the Bluetooth Sorted
List Setting for Proximity
Lock: Triggers for: After
idle, when the computer
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goes to sleep When the
Bluetooth Device is
removed Detects
Bluetooth Devices: All
devices that have been
paired with the computer
Keep the Bluetooth
device in the Bluetooth
Devices Sorted List after
it is removed Show
Bluetooth Devices in
Sorted List: Show in:
Sorted List ToolTip App
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Remember that you can
also pair the Bluetooth
Device to the computer
with the following steps:
Select Devices in
Bluetooth Select the
Bluetooth Device you
want to pair to the
computer. Select
Devices in Bluetooth
again and the device will
be listed under “My
Connections” When the
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Bluetooth Device is
removed from the
computer and the
Bluetooth Sorted List of
Windows is clear, or
when the Bluetooth
device is not paired to
the computer
Bluetooth Proximity Lock Crack+ Activation Code [Mac/Win]

BluetoothProximityLock
is a proximity lock for
the Microsoft Windows
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operating system. It is
normally powered off
when the computer is
not in use. Once the
computer is logged off, it
will switch itself on and
lock the screen on one of
your Bluetooth enabled
devices. The computer
will go back into sleep
mode as soon as the
Bluetooth enabled
device (the mouse,
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keyboard, Bluetooth
speaker or other
devices) is disconnected.
The computer will also
wake up again if another
Bluetooth enabled
device is connected after
the computer had been
sleeping. There are
multiple profiles and
options for
BluetoothProximityLock.
If you need a keypad
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lock or timer lock, you
can use one of these
profiles. There is a lock
and log off time feature
for the keypad lock. A
count-down timer can be
used for the timer lock.
The main program
window displays the lock
status. It shows a blue
circle to indicate a
locked state, a green
circle to show an
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unlocked state, and a
red circle to display a
disabled state. A blue or
white ellipsis is shown to
indicate a timeout before
the computer will
automatically lock. When
BluetoothProximityLock
locks the screen, its
default lock-in time is
one minute. The lock
notification messages
and alarms are sent to
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the first available output
device. The status of any
Bluetooth enabled
devices paired to the
computer is displayed in
the main window.
BluetoothProximityLock
Windows 10 Screenshot:
BluetoothProximityLock
Windows 10 Portable
(32-bit) Features: * Locks
the computer when you
go away from it. * Puts
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computer into standby
(sleep) mode when you
walk away. *
Disconnects the last
device to lock the
computer. * Activates
the computer again. *
Removes the previously
connected device. *
Removes the previously
connected device. * You
can change the default
lock in time (time before
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the computer locks)
value. * You can change
the default lock in time
(time before the
computer locks) value. *
You can change the
status of your Bluetooth
enabled devices (if you
need a keypad lock or
timer lock for the keypad
lock, or timer lock, or
simply one of these
devices). * You can
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change the status of
your Bluetooth enabled
devices (if you need a
keypad lock or timer lock
for the keypad lock, or
timer lock, or simply one
of these devices). * You
can change the status of
your Bluetooth enabled
b7e8fdf5c8
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Bluetooth Proximity Lock Activation Key

Bluetooth Proximity Lock
creates pop-up
confirmation box when
you try to lock your
computer for your
safety. It asks your
password and if you are
going to create a new
Bluetooth profile for your
Bluetooth headset. The
program is written
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with.NET Framework 2.0
and supports Windows 7,
Vista and XP. Activity
Log - New Bluetooth
Connection - Bluetooth
Proximity Lock -
Bluetooth Headset -
Windows 7 - Vista - XP A
very simple and robust
software for automatic
lock PC when you leave
it. It can be driven to do
specific PC shutdown
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and reboot. It can also
be used to trigger a PC
Lock when the computer
is idle for a given
amount of time. It can
also be used for network
disconnection. Bluetooth
Proximity Lock is a very
easy to use, powerful
application that also has
the beautiful look and
feel of Windows 7. The
"Lock PC" option is also
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very useful for those who
like to sleep in the
computer by turning off
the computer and keep
the screen turned on
(like a normal office).
This software was tested
in Windows 7, Vista and
XP. Here is how it works:
when you try to lock
your PC it will pause the
operations, ask for the
password and if the
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password is correct it will
lock the PC. The
application has 2
profiles. You may chose
the time to lock the
computer when you
leave it or always lock
the PC. It is also possible
to pause the computer
at any time. The
program starts a new
connection with the
Bluetooth device and
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keeps it open until you
want to lock the PC or do
something else. This
program can be used to
trigger a Shutdown,
Lock, Reboot or Windows
Logoff. It can also be
used for network
disconnection (you may
want to lock your
computer for only a
given period of time and
you don't want to be
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connected for that time).
You can define how long
you want to leave the
computer idle before it
starts the lock process.
In addition, you can use
a Bluetooth headset to
trigger lock the
computer. Update Log:
Fixed an annoying bug in
previous version where
the "dismount" button
was not shown on the
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"Proximity Update Log".
Also "dismount" button is
now highlighted when
mouse is over it.
Improved Bluetooth
PROXIMITY PROFILE
creation. Now possible to
disable and enable
interfaces. The program
can now remember the
last used connection and
automatically use that
connection when you
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What's New in the Bluetooth Proximity Lock?

====== Proximity Lock
is an application that will
help you to enforce
remote locking on your
PC. Any Bluetooth device
can be used for this
action. Features:
====== Monitor
bluetooth activity,
dismount devices, send
security code to
bluetooth device.
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-Control bluetooth
activity -Option to
dismount devices
connected to the
computer -Option to
mount devices
connected to the
computer -Option to
send security code to
bluetooth devices -Auto
Mount bluetooth devices
to the system -Monitor
bluetooth activity
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-Option to disable the
auto mount option
-Option to disable the
tray notification area
balloon sound -Option to
show only unmounted
devices -Option to show
mounted devices only
-Option to show
dismounted devices
-Option to hide mounted
devices -Option to hide
unmounted devices
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-Option to auto mount
dismounted devices
-Option to auto mount
devices -Option to auto
dismount devices
-Option to auto dismount
mounted devices -Option
to auto mount devices to
the system -Option to
auto dismount devices
that are already
mounted -Option to auto
mount mounted devices
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to the system -Option to
show mounted devices
only -Option to show
unmounted devices only
-Option to show mounted
devices only -Option to
show mounted devices
-Option to hide
unmounted devices
-Option to hide mounted
devices -Option to show
bluetooth devices
connected to the system
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-Option to show
bluetooth devices
mounted to the system
-Option to show
bluetooth devices
dismounted to the
system -Option to show
bluetooth devices
connected to the system
-Option to show
bluetooth devices
mounted to the system
-Option to show
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bluetooth devices
dismounted to the
system -Option to show
bluetooth devices
connected to the system
-Option to show
bluetooth devices that
are already mounted to
the system -Option to
show bluetooth devices
connected to the system
-Option to show
bluetooth devices that
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are already mounted to
the system -Option to
show bluetooth devices
that are already
dismounted to the
system -Option to show
bluetooth devices
connected to the system
-Option to show
bluetooth devices that
are already mounted to
the system -Option to
show bluetooth devices
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that are already
dismounted to the
system -Option to show
bluetooth devices
connected to the system
-Option to show
bluetooth devices
-Option to show all
bluetooth devices
connected to the system
-Option to show all
bluetooth devices
mounted to
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System Requirements:

Windows XP SP3 or later.
Mac OS X 10.4.11 or
later. iPhone 4 or later.
iPad (2nd or 3rd
Generation) or later.
Android OS 2.3.3 or
later. Chrome 19 or
later. Internet Explorer
10 or later. Safari 5 or
later. Opera 11 or later.
Firefox 12 or later.
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Firefox on Android 2.3 or
later.
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